# FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Schedule

## Match Schedule

### Group Matches

- **Al Bayt Stadium**
- **Khalifa International Stadium**
- **Al Thumama Stadium**
- **Al Rayyan Stadium**
- **Lusail Stadium**
- **Ras Abu Aboud Stadium**
- **Education City Stadium**
- **Al Janoub Stadium**

### Rounds

- Round of 16
- Quarter Finals
- Semi Finals
- 3rd Place & Final

### Dates

- **21 November** to **18 December**

### Match Times

- **15:00**
- **18:00**
- **21:00**

### Group Stage Matches

Group stage matches to be assigned after Draw (Note: _v_ indicates match play)

### Quarter Finale Date

- **9 December**

### Final Date

- **18 December**

### Match Venues

- Al Bayt Stadium
- Khalifa International Stadium
- Al Thumama Stadium
- Al Rayyan Stadium
- Lusail Stadium
- Ras Abu Aboud Stadium
- Education City Stadium
- Al Janoub Stadium

### Match Format

- **16 matches**
- **4 rounds**
- **3rd Place & Final**